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Frederick William Dame 

(Exercising freedom of speech … as long as it still exists.) 

JUST THINKING 

Number 20 

 

 
Source:  http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/imagecache/gallery_img_full/image/image_file/p052812ps-0579.jpg  

President Barack Obama is reflected in the Vietnam Veterans Memorial wall as he 

delivers remarks during the 50th Anniversary of the Vietnam War commemoration 

ceremony in Washington, D.C., May 28, 2012. (Official White House Photo by Pete 

Souza) 

 

JT:  This is the insult of insults! 
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I didn't know that evil wore a halo.  I wish it would slip down to his throat, turn into a 

noose, and hang him politically. 

*** 

 

Excellent!  http://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=fKyljukBE70.  

 

JT:  This is what Obama and no-fetus-should-be-left-alive Kathleen Sebelius, Secretary 

of Health and Human Service, and his progressive minions, and Planned Parenthood 

are killing with their position on abortion.  Creation is beautiful and pure love.  Killing 

conception is ugly and pure evil! 

*** 

 

At RealClearPolitics.com Sean Trende explains why Obama’s inability to capture even 

60 percent of the vote in the West Virginia, Kentucky, and Arkansas primaries is 

important. He says, "… If [Obama is] facing a virtual rebellion among rural white 

Democrats (and presumably a similar problem with independents) this time around, his 

odds of capturing these four states [Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and North Carolina] 

diminish appreciably. Once again, this isn’t to say that he will necessarily lose, just that 

his path to re-election narrows if Romney is racking up big wins in the 11th District of 

North Carolina, or in the old 6th District of Ohio.” 

 

JT:  Methinks that Obama will win Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and North Carolina.  I 

have it from the Jack Ass self:  "The voting machines are already programmed to make 

a win for Barack Hussein Obama in these states.  This is a recording and I, Barack 

Hussein Obama, approve this message." 

*** 

 

The Obama timeline reports:  "Hawaii’s attorney general responds to the Arizona 

Secretary of State Ken Bennett’s request for Obama’s birth certificate information by 

demanding that he provide proof that he needs it. Bennett issues a statement: 'As 

Arizona’s chief elections officer, I have the responsibility to certify the ballot to the state’s 

15 counties. At the request of numerous constituents, I merely asked Hawaiian officials 

to verify the information contained within …Obama’s original birth certificate. They have 

complied with the request and I consider the matter closed.' " (  Don Fredrick of The 

Obama Timeline adds, "Bennett had stated that he would consider leaving Obama’s 
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name off the Arizona ballot, telling constituents, “[I]f Hawaii can’t or won’t provide 

verification of [Obama’s] birth certificate, I will not put his name on the ballot.” 

JT:  Welcome to Alice in Wonderland!  The truth doesn't exist.  Document forgeries are 

icons of the left.  Lies are truths wrapped in blah-blahs! 

*** 

 

Don Fredrick of the Obama Timeline notes, "At a May 23 event, Mariela Castro, through 

an interpreter, says she would vote for Obama if she had the opportunity, and states, 'If 

we don’t change our patriarchal and homophobic culture… we cannot advance as a new 

society, and that’s what we want, the power of emancipation through socialism. We will 

establish relationships on the basis of social justice and social equality. …It seems like a 

Utopia, but we can change it.' Obama apparently believed that message is important 

enough to warrant visa approval. 

 

JT:  Of course, Mariela Castro will vote for Obama.  Probably more than on time!  As for 

socialism, the facts reveal that socialism/communism does not emancipate.  It makes 

one a slave to the system.  (Just like Islam!)  It exploits!  (Just like Islam!)  It taxes the 

people out of their jobs.  There are no human relationships because there is no social 

justice, and there is no social equality.  It is all:  The party has the answer to every 

problem!  Just follow the five-year plan!  Real, liveable, utopia is the free-enterprise 

system in a democratic republic. 

*** 

 

Buzzfeed.com reveals more information from the upcoming book about Obama, The 

Amateur:  “A self-selected group of boys at Punahou School who loved basketball and 

good times called themselves the Choom Gang. Choom is a verb, meaning ‘to smoke 

marijuana.’” “As a member of the Choom Gang, Barry Obama was known for starting a 

few pot-smoking trends." 

 

JT:  Barack Hussein Obama!  "You are all in all in spleen / And nothing of a man." – 

Shakespeare:  Othello, 4.1., 88-89. 

*** 

 

Sheriff Joe Arpaio's lead investigator Mike Zullo concludes that Arizona Secretary of 
State Ken Bennett … "was totally ignorant of what I was talking about … and he really 
didn’t care.” 
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JT:  Mr. Bennett is the kind of politician dumbed-down Arizona and America need.  Vote 

him into office and remain dumb! 

*** 

 

The Obama Energy Department gave grants and loans to his 2008 campaign cash 

bundlers, the members of his National Finance Committee, or large donors to the 

Democrat Party at a total of $11.35 billion.  How much did they contribute to his 2008 

campaign?  $457.834. 

 

JT:  That is a remarkable return on the investment! 

*** 

 

At the Air Force Academy commencement, Barack Hussein Obama says, “Around the 

world there is a new feeling about America. There is a new confidence in our leadership. 

Today I think we can say with pride that America is stronger and safer and more 

respected in the world.” 

 

JT:  This needs some additional explanation.  “Around the world there is a new feeling 

about America.  (The feeling is that America has sunk to the lowest levels of probably 

any country in the world.)  There is a new confidence in our leadership.  (The confidence 

in American leadership is nothing more than give Obama more time to be flexible and to 

create the utter downfall of the United States of America.)  Today I think we can say with 

pride that America is stronger and safer and more respected in the world.”  (This 

statement alone shows the reality that Obama can't think straight!) 

*** 

 

In Denver, Colorado and at the Iowa State Fair, Obama tells the audience, “We don’t 

need another political fight about ending a woman’s right to choose, or getting rid of 

Planned Parenthood, or taking away access to affordable birth control. I want women to 

control their own health care choices, just like I want my daughters to have the same 

opportunities as my sons. We’re not rolling back the clock.” 

 

JT:  I think that the sons are the children that he has from his other three wives.  Being a 

good Muslim, he has to have at least three other wives who have sired him sons.  

Rumor has it that the son's names are Barack Mohammed, Mohammed Barack, 
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Hussein Mohammed, Mohammed Hussein, and a seventh black sheep of the family they 

call Little Piggy!  The other three wives are named Barack Hussein Obama Slave Wife 

Number 2, Barack Hussein Obama Slave Wife Number 3, and Barack Hussein Obama 

Slave Wife Number 4.  Michelle accepts the situation because she cannot imagine living 

such a haughty life at someone else's expense, … other than the taxpayers' 

*** 

 

Author Jerome Corsi (Where’s the Birth Certificate?), in Hawaii with Sheriff Joe Arpaio’s 

cold case posse’s lead investigator Mike Zullo, tells Alex Jones of InfoWars.com, " … 

There’s no way he’s (Obama) gonna recover, so the globalist are gonna, I think, at the 

Bilderberg [Group] meeting, inform Obama that he’s gonna run and lose and inform 

Romney that he’s gonna run and win. Because Romney is basically just another 

variation of Obama. The two of them are basically the same. And the globalists think 

they can advance their agenda more effectively with a president whose identity is not 

gonna be so thoroughly exposed.” 

 

JT:  "The two of them are basically the same."  Interesting!  Does this mean that Mitt 

Romney is not a natural born citizen either? 

*** 

 

Jerome Corsi claims says that he has " been exposing the material on this HSBC bank 

fraud …indicating massive international money laundering… [and] now I’ve connected 

…the bank fraud to [Attorney General] Eric Holder directly. In the next 30 days I’m 

gonna publish information that will show you Eric Holder and the chief of his criminal 

division [Lanny Breuer] at the center of a massive banking fraud that has deprived 

millions of Americans of their homes while the fat cats go free. …What I’ve got is a 

massive case of fraud in mortgage-backed securities involving one of the biggest banks 

in the world where prosecution was recommended by the Department of Justice, the 

IRS, and every government organization that took a look at this, including Treasury 

[Department] and Eric Holder blocked the prosecution for political reasons. …The bank 

fraud is being conducted out of the White House through the approval of Eric Holder. 

Holder is there to conduct bank fraud. That’s the whole purpose [of Obama having 

appointed him].  

 

JT:  I knew it all along.  Obama is depleting America of everything he can get his hands 

on.  Follow the money … To Saudi Arabia?  To China?  To Russia?  To George Soros? 

*** 
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On May 27 Defense Secretary Leon Panetta appears on ABC’s This Week and 

comments on the growing nuclear threat of Iran: “We have plans to be able to implement 

any contingency we have to in order to defend ourselves. The fundamental premise is 

that neither the United States or the international community is going to allow Iran to 

develop a nuclear weapon.’’ 

 

JT:  What Defense Secretary Leon Panetta, the long-time communist, said is this:  "We 

have plans to implement any contingency for our defense, but whether or not we will 

implement these plans is another question.  Furthermore, the plans concern our 

defense, not Israel's.  We will not defend Israel.  The United States and the international 

community will not allow Iran to develop a nuclear weapon.  That means in the future.  

As for the development of a nuclear weapon in the present, that is another matter.  Iran 

is not developing nuclear weapons capability secretly.  They are doing it openly.  Their 

transparency is completely in agreement with Barack Hussein Obama's open views on 

transparency in government.  We agree with Iran that they have a right to use nuclear 

capacities for peaceful endeavors."  Well, dummies in the Obama regime, using nuclear 

capabilities for peaceful endeavors is the catch phrase that means in the view of Iran, a 

peaceful endeavor is the annihilation of Israel. 

*** 

 

Graphics expert Mara Zebest examines “White House Situation Room” photographs 

allegedly taken during the Osama bin laden operation and finds anomalies that suggest 

the image was doctored. 

 

JT:  I knew it all along!  Obama doesn't exist!  He's the product of Adobe PhotoShop. 

*** 

 

On May 28 Obama uses the opportunity of the Arlington National Cemetery for a 

Memorial Day ceremony to give himself credit, saying that for the first time in nine years 

“…Americans are not fighting and dying in Iraq. …After a decade under the dark cloud of 

war, we can see the light of the new day on the horizon.” … “As long as I’m [in the White 

House], we will make sure you and your loved ones will receive the benefits you’ve 

earned and the respect you deserve. America will be there for you.” 
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JT:  The translation is:  Make sure that I'm re-elected in November.  Then I will throw all 

of the Veterans and their families under the bus.  America may be there for you, but I 

won't.  That is the respect you deserve. 

*** 

 

DailyCaller.com reports, “U.S. Army Gen. Neil Tolley, commander of U.S. Special 

Operations Forces in South Korea, told an audience in Tampa that U.S. and South 

Korean forces have been sent into North Korea to spy on the communist country’s vast 

collection of underground tunnels and military installations. The extraordinary admission, 

which went unreported by U.S. media, came on May 22 during the Special Operations 

Forces Industry Conference. Tolley said his command has identified 20 airfields and 180 

munitions factories that are partially underground, along with thousands of subterranean 

artillery positions.” 

 

JT:  Is this FAKED? Or is someone putting words in the General's mouth without him 

knowing it.  Or is it:  My, how times change!  When I was in the military these matters 

were TOP SECRET and not made public.  If I had made such public statements I would 

have been brought before a military court and tried for treason.  However, no one is 

accusing Obama of treason, although he conducts treasonous acts every day.  Why 

should America do so with one of its generals?  Evidently, this is an example of 

Obama's transparency in his regime.  Perhaps Obama should invite the North Koreans 

to examine the underground tunnels and military installations in the USA, or has he 

already done so?  We surely have to talk with other countries on an even level.  I smell 

an Obama stench! 

*** 

 

SWATTING 

 

JT:  This is Obama's view of humanity. 

*** 

 

Bishop Harry Jackson, senior pastor at Hope Christian Church, speaks on behalf of 176 

religious leaders who oppose Obama’s endorsement of gay marriage. Jackson, who is 

black, says, “We want to know whether [Obama] is going to use the bully pulpit of [his] 

office to absolutely erase the image of biblical marriage from the face of the earth. 

Voters need to know whether they have a friend or an assent, an enemy to an institution 
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that God has ordained. Some of us have taken his statements as a declaration of 

political war against the venerable institution of marriage. Others are concerned. In the 

African-American community, many people are saying ‘they made him do that, we don’t 

understand why he did that. We don’t believe that really was [Obama’s] intent.’ Others 

have given high fives in the backroom saying, ‘he got paid.’ We don’t really know what 

the intent of [Obama] is except that we know that is not just an isolated incident. Some 

further action will follow.” 

 

JT:  Sure Obama got paid!  He will get paid back in November 2012, if the election has 

not already been rigged in his favor! 

*** 

 

Mrs Romney wears a blouse that allegedly costs $1000 dollars.  And she paid for it with 

her own money. 

 

JT:  I'm like Michelle.  I'm so upset.  Why did she pay for it with her own money?  She 

could have bought all of the blouses she wanted when she was the governor's wife of 

Massachusetts and the taxpayers could have paid for it.  I'm so worried over the fact that 

people in the USA have to buy things with their own money!  It's so sickening!  There 

must be some government agencies that would pay $1000 for a blouse.  Ask Michelle.  

She knows them.  If there isn't such a government agency, Barack will decree one.  I 

sure hope that the Obamas never have to pay anything out of their own pocket.  They 

are so paytriotic American.  …  On second thought … screw them at the next election 

and send them into poverty! 

*** 

 

Concerning the atrocities in Syria, Jennifer Ruben at Washington Post.com writes, “Now 

we hear Obama is thinking Russia—which is sending arms to Assad—will help us move 

Assad out. Good grief. Even a novice observer knows this is daft (‘the plan hinges on 

the cooperation of Russia, a strong defender of the Assad regime, which has blocked 

United Nations actions intended to raise pressure on the Syrian government’). The 

inaction of this administration is a disgrace. It may have no domestic political 

repercussions (foreign policy is not uppermost in voters’ minds), but it has horrendous 

ramifications for the Syrian people. And someday, a future president will perhaps go to 

the U.S. Holocaust museum to decry how ‘this evil was allowed to happen.’ The answer: 

The United States had a president who couldn’t be bothered to do more than make self-

serving speeches.” 
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JT:  And play golf! 

*** 

 

Fereydoon Abbasi, head of Iran's nuclear development, says that Iran has "… no reason 

to retreat from producing the 20 percent (high-grade uranium), because we need 20 

percent uranium just as much to meet our needs.” 

 

JT:  Needs which are peaceful!  The annihilation of Israel is peaceful! 

*** 

 

Obama speaks before 20 conservative Jewish leaders and says that he probably knows 

about Judaism more than any other president, because he read about it. 

 

JT:  Hear Ye! Hear YE!  HEAR YE!  I know more about that theory of relativity and all of 

its intricacies and ramifications than Albert Einstein ever knew because I read about it 

from a like source that Obama uses because it always tells the truth:  The Huffington 

Post!!! 

*** 

 

The White House later issues a statement on Obama referring to the Nazi concentration 

camps in Poland as "Polish death camps": “[Obama] misspoke. He was referring to Nazi 

death camps in Poland. We regret this misstatement, which should not detract from the 

clear intention to honor Mr. Karski and those brave citizens who stood on the side of 

human dignity in the face of tyranny.” 

 

JT:  Obama misspeaks too often!  I think that the best cure for Obama to not misspeak 

in the future is for him to stop breathing! … politically!, or? 

*** 

 

Obama also awards a Medal of Freedom to Dolores Huerta, the honorary chair of the 

Democratic Socialists of America. Huerta is also the co-founder of the United Farm 

Workers union. Huerta has been imprisoned multiple times, supports Venezuelan 

dictator Hugo Chavez, and has stated, “We didn’t cross the [U.S.–Mexico] border; the 

border crossed us.” In presenting the Medal to folk singer Bob Dylan, Obama says, 
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“There is not a bigger giant in the history of American music. All these years later he’s 

still chasing that sound, still searching for a little bit of truth. And I have to say that I am a 

really big fan.” 

 

JT:  Don Fredrick of The Obama Timeline comments, "Obama has apparently never 

heard of Elvis Presley, Frank Sinatra, Michael Jackson, George Gershwin, Stephen 

Foster, or Irving Berlin if he believes Dylan is at the pinnacle of American music."  For 

my two cents I add Charles Ives, Leonard Bernstein, Cole Porter, Jerome Kern, and five 

hundred or more!!!  Concerning Barack Hussein Obama, I'll quote Shakespeare:  

"You're but a filthy piece of work." — Timon of Athens, 1.1.199. 

*** 

 

TheHill.com reports that the Obama administration “is considering naming Arab 

Americans a socially and economically disadvantaged minority group that is eligible for 

special business assistance. The American-Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee (ADC) 

petitioned [the Department of] Commerce earlier this year to ask that Arab Americans be 

made eligible for the Minority Business Development Agency (MBDA), which helps 

minority entrepreneurs gain access to capital, contracts and trade opportunities.” 

 

JT:  This is nothing more than another jab at anything and anyone who is not Arab.  It is 

the Islamization of America and it is crap on American history, the free-enterprise 

system, and freedom-loving Americans.  It is a form of creeping Sharia, which has its 

own rules, Fiqah, the Islamic rules defining what is right (halal) or what is wrong (haram).  

The spectrum covers how Muslims have to pray, fast, run their public and private lives, 

do business, clean themselves, use the toilet, copulate.  Stop the Islamization of 

America!  Let freedom ring! 

*** 

 

The New York Times reports on Obama’s increased reliance on unmanned drone 

strikes—and his unusual interest in personally overseeing the “kill list.” 

 

JT: You must admit Obama has come a long way from being a Nobel Peace Prize 

winner to the controller of the Drone Kill List! 

*** 
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On May 31 Rasmussen reports that Mitt Romney leads Obama in Ohio (46–44), Florida 

(46–45), North Carolina (51–43), and Virginia (45–44)—four states which are critical for 

Obama. 

 

JT:  "The voting machines are already programmed to make a win for Barack Hussein 

Obama in these states.  This is a recording and I, Barack Hussein Obama, approve this 

message." 

*** 

 

Obama’s Justice Department has demanded that the state of Florida stop purging its 

registered voting lists of illegal aliens and dead people. 

 

JT:  "We will assure that all illegal aliens and dead people have voting rights forever in 

every state in the United States of America.  It is only a matter of justice that all illegal 

aliens have a right to vote Democrat the rest of their lives.  It is only justice that dead 

people have a right to change their minds in any free, election, as long as they vote 

Democrat.  This is a recording and I Barack Hussein Obama, approve this message." 

*** 

 

The White House Insider says that with respect to killing terrorists with drones, Obama 

"gets excited… visually… the guy gets off on it and he ain’t even hiding that fact 

anymore. And some are repulsed by it. They’ve done video reviews you know… of  the 

missions. The drones. The kills. …Yeah, [Obama watches it] like it was…like it was 

porn." … "[Obama] has the video sent up to his personal study so he can watch them 

over and over again… like I said—sh-t ain’t right. And more and more people are 

figuring that out—and that is what has Jarrett concerned. But even she… Obama won’t 

listen to her on this one. Those drones are the one thing he really feels he has control 

over… all the rest… he’s been told what to say and where to go… when to wake… when 

to sleep… but the drones. The drones are all his—and he ain’t given those up. For 

nobody.” … "(H)e’s got his own personal kill list. The guy who campaigned against Bush 

era interrogations… Obama don’t interrogate. He picks a name off a list… some of these 

people have been U.S. citizens… he picks that name off a list and orders the kill. Then 

he gets the video confirmation of the kill… and he watches it. Over and over and over 

again." … "A guy who complained loudly about water boarding—it don’t [sic] kill the poor 

bastard. It makes ’em talk. Barack Obama declared that to be offensive to the ideals of 

America, right? But now Barack Obama… he’s judge and jury. With a pointing of a finger 

to names on a list… Barack Obama gets to play God. No day in court. No guarantee 
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innocent people won’t be killed as well—and they have been killed. Children. Women. 

Over and over again. And [Obama] …he has that knowledge when he watches the kill 

confirmations. And he watches it over and over again. These are high tech snuff films—

a multi-billion dollar snuff program—and he gets off on it.”  The White House Insider is 

convinced that Obama would use drones on Americans in the USA.  "Those drones… 

their domestic use… don’t think he ain’t thought about it. A lot. You see, Obama—he 

don’t [sic] trust the military. Not all of them… not many of them. But he trusts those 

drones, now don’t he? Don’t take him having to trust some military official to order troops 

to carry out an order inside the United States. It’s just inputting a bit of data—and the 

push of a button, right? And keep the f-cking military out of that equation there. Move the 

program… attach it directly to the White House. Make it… make it part of Homeland 

Security, right? Simple as that. One appropriations bill—just one—and it’s done. …And 

Valerie Jarrett—she wants that. Her… the investors who are behind Obama… they are 

completely in favor of that.” 

 

JT:  Evidently the evil drone likes the drones who kill evil persons!  It's worse.  Barack 

Hussein Obama is mentally ill!  Valerie Jarrett is mentally ill!  All those who support 

Barack Hussein Obama are mentally ill!  Mentally ill persons want nothing more than to 

control those who are not mentally ill!!! 

*** 

 

William Jefferson - the Cigar - Clinton endorses Obama, saying, “So I hope what I say to 

you will have some weight, because I want you to say it to everybody you see between 

now and November. I don’t think it’s important to reelect [Obama]. I think it is essential to 

reelect [him], if we want this country to have the kind of future that our children and 

grandchildren deserve.” 

 

JT:  I surely wish that America's children and grandchildren have a better future than 

that! 

*** 

 

Edward Klein in his book The Amateur says that sometimes national security were 

attended by "Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, close advisor Valerie Jarrett, political 

strategist David Axelrod, chief of staff Rahm Emanuel, and on rare occasions, Michelle 

Obama." 
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JT:  I am so relieved that Michelle is able to attend some of these meetings.  I feel so 

secure.  Rumor has it, that she has advised Barry on how to protect America from an 

outer space invasion of flying saucers disguised as XXXL hamburgers. 

*** 

 

Vice President Joe Biden states, “I know, literally, Barack and I talk about it [federal 

assistance]. Neither one of us would have had any shot. The same with our wives. Both 

wives are smarter than both of us. 

 

JT:  Barack Obama and Joe Biden and their wives add up to four!  And they are 

intelligent.  Even the wives are more intelligent than the men.  If that is intelligence, I 

wonder what stupid looks like! 

*** 

 

Obama attends six fundraisers on June 1—three in Minnesota and three in Chicago. 

One Chicago event is co-hosted by Marilyn Katz.  

 

JT:  Don Fredrick of The Obama Timeline (June) tells us that "Katz is a Chicago public 

relations consultant, and long-time friend of Obama’s political guru David Axelrod and 

White House advisor Valerie Jarrett. Katz organized an October 2, 2002 demonstration 

at Chicago’s Federal Plaza to protest the Iraq. Obama spoke at the event, which was 

sponsored by the Committees of Correspondence for Democracy and Socialism. Katz 

was the security chief for the Students for a Democratic Society, and was involved in the 

1968 Democrat Party Convention riots in Chicago. Katz advocated throwing studded 

nails in front of approaching police cars, and throwing plastic bags of human excrement, 

cans of urine, and golf balls with nails at the police. As PR person for Obama in 2008, 

one of Katz’s jobs was to downplay the candidate’s past relationship with William Ayers. 

Katz herself, as a prominent SDS leader, was an associate of Ayers in the 1960s. Of her 

1960s activism, Katz says she was for “sexual freedom and a democratic socialist 

paradise.” Katz, a member of Obama’s National Finance Committee, held fundraisers for 

Obama in her home and has collected between $50,000 and $100,000 on his behalf. A 

revived SDS was behind some of the violence at the 2008 Republican National 

Convention." 

Show me the Obamas' friends and I'll show you America's enemies. 

*** 
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"Sarah Jessica Parker is a loving mom, an incredibly hard worker, and a great role 

model. She's one of those people you can't help but admire. 

Barack and I are thrilled that we're invited for an evening at her home in New York next 

week. 

And I'm hoping you'll be there, too, along with whoever you'd like to bring. Tonight at 

midnight is the deadline to enter. 

Chip in $3 or whatever you can to this campaign, and you'll be automatically entered to 

win -- airfare and hotel included: 

https://my.democrats.org/A-New-York-Night 

Thanks for all you do for Barack," 

 

Michelle 

 

JT:  Did anyone receive this email from Michelle?  I did.  It came in as spam!  So, 

"Sarah Jessica Parker is a loving mom, an incredibly hard worker, and a great role 

model. She's one of those people you can't help but admire."  Here's what Sarah 

Jessica Parker is:  She is a great role model as a very hard-working horse 

(http://sarahjessicaparkerlookslikeahorse.com/).  Who doesn't admire horses?   

 

 

 
Source:  http://sarahjessicaparkerlookslikeahorse.files.wordpress.com/2010/01/061.jpg 
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http://sarahjessicaparkerlookslikeahorse.files.wordpress.com/2010/01/022.jpg 

 
Source:  http://wackymania.com/image/2011/2/sarah-jessica-parker-looks-like-a-horse/sarah-jessica-parker-looks-like-a-horse-06.jpg 

 
Source:  http://edge.ebaumsworld.com/mediaFiles/picture/174596/477863.jpg 

 

Well, I couldn't make it because I decided to go out to dinner for a six-dollar-plus meal (!) 

at a local McDonald's and have a small hamburger menu.  Of course, it cost a little more 

than three dollars.  I thought that a six-dollar-plus hamburger menu would be a better 

treat than being with so-called celebrities who only like themselves. 

*** 

 

Concerning New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg’s ban on soft drinks sold in 

containers greater than 16 ounces, Michelle Obama states, “We applaud anyone who’s 

stepping up to think about what changes work in their communities. New York is one 
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example. …There are people like Mayor Bloomberg who are [taking an aggressive 

approach against the obesity epidemic], and that is perfectly fine.” (She later backtracks 

with the statement, “I was trying to make the point that every community is different and 

every solution is different and that I applaud local leaders including mayors, business 

leaders, parents, etc., who are taking this issue seriously and working towards solving 

this problem. But this is not something the administration is pursuing at a federal level 

and not something I’m specifically endorsing or condemning.” 

 

JT:  Translation:  Michelle says, "I don't care what kind off a Bloomberg tries to ban 

some foods and 16-ounce soft drinks.  I am the only one who is capable of banning 

them.  I am Michelle Obama and whatever I ban, I ban.  And … I want you to know that I 

will eat and drink what and how much I want to! 

*** 

 

Obama did not observe the 68th anniversary of D-Day.  Gay Pride Month receives his 

attention!  CNS News.com notes, “In a video message for June ‘Pride Month,’ …Obama 

praises lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) Americans, describing them as 

‘unsung heroes’ who have ‘bent the arc of the moral universe towards justice.’” 

 

JT:  Me thinks there are no morals in LGBTs.  Unsung heroes?  Base and Falsetto 

heroes!!! The definition of arc in the Urban Dictionary that fits here is: 

The male, (even homosexual, gay), act of slowly backing up while urinating into a toilet 

in order to aim slightly upward and achieve a half-circle appearance of urination into 

stated receptacle. 

-"Hey, you spent a lot of time in there, what were you doing?"  
-"I mastered the arc." 
 

There surely is injustice:  Lesbians can't do this! 

*** 

 

At a press conference on June 8, 2012, Obama is asked if his team in the White House 

leaked information about the drone killings and the Stuxnet computer virus against Iran.  

Hemming and erming, and ahing Obama says, “The notion that my White House would 

purposely… release… classified national security information is offensive. It’s wrong." 
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JT:  What is wrong?  Is the notion wrong?  Is the purpose wrong?  Is classified national 

security information wrong?  Is offensive wrong?  Is the New York Times lying about the 

government leaks concerning the drone killings and the Stuxnet computer virus?  Is 

Obama lying about them?  The New York Times doesn't always tell the truth.  Obama 

never tells the truth.  Ergo:  Obama is lying!  What is really wrong is the statement my 

White House.  It is not only wrong, it is offensive!  All patriotic Americans are offended! 

*** 

Obama says that his administration has "created 4.3 million jobs over the last 2, uh, 27 

months, over 800,000 just this year alone." 

 

JT:  I just said above that Obama never tells the truth.  Well, sort of!  These jobs have 

been created … with statistics on paper?  I'm sure that the 24 million Americans who are 

unemployed are thrilled over the 800,000 newly-created jobs this year!!! 

*** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Frederick William Dame 

Patriotic, Steadfast, and True 

June 9, 2012 


